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National RV is proud to introduce the Islander

luxury diesel pusher motor coach. The result of

a collaborative effort between sister companies

National RV and Country Coach, the Islander

will change the way you view luxury diesel

pushers forever. The Islander is packed with

features not found in coaches costing thousands

more. There’s a term for that: Value. It’s a term

not typically used when talking about luxury

coaches but after you’ve had the chance to explore

an Islander, we’re sure you’ll know what we mean.

DynoMax Chassis
Islander’s most exciting feature is the DynoMax

semi-monocoque chassis system developed by

Country Coach, Inc. This system is recognized

throughout the industry as the most advanced

and innovative motor coach platform available

today. Utilizing the concept of “V” weight

distribution, the DynoMax chassis transfers

coach weight downward and inward to

dramatically lower the Islander’s center of

Islander

9400 COCKPIT IN HYDRANGEAS DECOR ▲



DESERT BEIGE PAINT OPTION

▲ 9400 IN CRYSTAL DECOR



gravity. This system results in an impressive

balance of handling stability and refined ride

quality–something yet to be achieved by other

chassis. This deluxe chassis system also provides

a tremendous amount of pass-through

basement storage space. Add the standard

Neway independent front suspension and

you’ll see that others don’t even stack up.

Distinctive Exteriors
The Islander comes with a wealth of exterior

choices. Select from the standard decal package

to one of four vivid painted exteriors packages:

Desert Beige, Sunset Burgundy, Ocean Blue

and Forest Green. If you prefer, we can build

the Islander with no graphics at all so you can

customize the coach your way.

Luxurious Interiors
Of course, the value only begins with its chassis.

The Islander is packed with a list of standard

luxury features that’s tough to beat. In the cockpit

you’ll find large, elegant Teleflex gauges that

9400 LOVESEAT IN HYDRANGEAS DECOR (OPTIONAL) ▲



▲ 9400 IN CRYSTAL DECOR

SUNSET BURGUNDY PAINT OPTION



let you keep an eye on all the chassis’ systems.

They are easy and safe to read day or night 

as well. Both the pilot and co-pilot can travel

comfortably in the Islander’s luxurious

Flexsteel captain’s chairs that feature easy-to-use

remote function controls and a high level of

comfort. As an added bonus, the co-pilot can

really enjoy any trip with the convenient

electric footrest.

The Islander’s living room is simply impressive.

With one of the largest slide rooms available to

motor coach enthusiasts today, the Islander

provides real living space for all of your

traveling needs. Opulent ceramic tile flooring

covers much of the Islander’s living area into

the bathroom and is set in a special silicon

based bonding agent that helps prevent

staining and cracking. The Islander’s bathroom

features a custom circular fiberglass enclosure.

This shower is a focal point of the Islander and a

perfect complement to its luxurious surroundings.

9400 DINETTE IN HYDRANGEAS DECOR ▲



OCEAN BLUE PAINT OPTION

▲ 9400 IN HYDRANGEAS DECOR



Islander offers an assortment of hand crafted

solid hardwood cabinetry. Whether you choose

warm oak, rich walnut or lavish natural

maple cabinetry, you can rest assured that your

investment will maintain its stunning

appearance for years to come. We’ve also designed

special fluted corner moldings out of solid

hardwood to giving the Islander an especially

rich look and feel. Of course all surfaces

throughout the Islander are designed with

custom fitted Dupont Corian® solid surface

tops–not cheap imitations–that are the most

practical and beautiful counters you can own.

Deluxe Systems
The Islander also features a host of thoughtfully

designed systems for ease of use such as an electric

cord caddy, hose reel, electric dump valves and

a whole house water filtration system.

9400 CIRCULAR GLASS SHOWER ENCLOSURE ▲ 



FOREST GREEN PAINT OPTION

▲ 9400 IN HYDRANGEAS DECOR



CRYSTAL ▲ 

HYDRANGEAS ▲ 

PACIFIC BLUE ▲ 

décors

OPTIONAL MAPLE ▲ 

OPTIONAL WALNUT ▲ 

STANDARD PRAXIS OAK ▲ 

wood
finishes



About National RV

National RV has established itself as a premier motor home company with a reputation for offering

innovative, quality products that feature a rich supply of value-added features for a reasonable price.

National RV has over 37 years of experience as a manufacturer–not merely an assembler. Many distinctive

features are designed and manufactured in-house such as garden shower tubs, custom dashboards and

luggage doors to guarantee quality and superior fit and finish. National RV has also established itself 

as the company that listens and responds to the needs of our customers.National RV’s employees are

dedicated to producing quality recreational vehicles that will provide a lifetime of fond memories.

If a difficulty does arise, we feature over 200 dealers across the United States that are prepared to

handle your service concerns. As an original Islander owner, you can also call toll-free to Coach Net at

anytime for expert advice on any problem you may have (good for one year from date of purchase;

non-transferable program can be extended for a nominal fee).

National R. V. Holdings, Inc. is a public company whose shares trade on the New York Stock

Exchange under the symbol “NVH.” If you would like to join the National RV family, contact

our Investor Relations Department at (909) 943-6007.
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Due to continued product improvement, National R.V.,

Inc. reserves the right to change materials, colors,

specifications and prices at any time without

notification.
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The Islander luxury diesel pusher motor coach...Redefining affordable luxury.



For more of everything
National RV Inc. related
join us at NRVCLUB.com

National RV Club (NRVC) is not affiliated with any other club or organization.  
NRVC has no relationship with the defunct National R.V. Inc. or National R.V. Holdings.

NRVC has no relationship with REV Group, REV Recreation Group, or their motor home brands.


